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Not an unusual topic of conversation amongst pilots and no shortage of “expert opinion” with the occasional 

proclamation of success (which when the facts are revealed may not be an accurate proclamation) – turning back to land 

at the airport you just left when you lose an engine on takeoff.  And, for some reason this subject has percolated to the 

top of the interesting topic list recently (at the time of the original writing).  I have included a couple of links to videos 

later in this document.  And, like everyone else, I am here to give my (probably not-so-expert-) opinion on the topic. 

 

Just to be clear – we are talking about losing an engine on straight-out departure with absolute altitude measured in 

hundreds of feet.  After that (and maybe a bit of grey area) you are talking about engine loss enroute.  This is a 

discussion about engine loss on departure – in a single-engine aircraft.  And yes, some of you may have already guessed 

that this is just my excuse to have more fun with the math and physics of flying. 

This Claimer 
Not to be confused with Disclaimer.  This is not an attempt to weasel out of anything or provide some lame pre-excuse.  

The purpose here is to say that what you are about to read is highly idealized and the numbers used are to illustrate the 

point only.  That’s it.  So if, for example, your aircraft has a best glide ratio of 9 and you use that for all of the calculations 

(instead of using some average best glide or probably more realistic some actual glide ratio that you can achieve and 

maintain, which is what the ridiculously high numbers picked for the purpose of illustrating the point only are) then you 

are going to fall woefully short of the point that you thought.  And hopefully you will understand after reading this that 

you probably would have fallen short of the point you originally thought you would reach since folks seem to want you 

to believe that anyone, in any situation can actually do the impossible turn.  So before you decide to go out and try this 

(with a CFI, of course, although that apparently does not matter) then you best understand a few things: 

 

1. Your glide ratio is numerically equal to lift/drag (L/D).  Your best glide ratio is where L/D is at its maximum value 

2. L/D is at its maximum when induced drag equals parasite (zero lift) drag and the speed where that occurs varies 

with weight and aircraft.  The number itself does not change.  The time to reach the ground does. 

3. Lowering flaps and landing gear increases your drag and shortens your gliding distance. 

4. In a 45° bank turn your L/D max (at the published L/D max speed) decreases to 94% of the published value 

5. The turn radius of an aircraft is a function of the bank angle and the true airspeed so the tradeoff in ‘the 

impossible turn’ is between a shorter distance (smaller radius) to turn around vs. a greater degradation of glide 

ratio as the bank angle increase.  A 40° bank angle increases your turn-around distance by 16% vs. a 45° bank.  A 

35° bank angle increases your turn-around distance 30%.  Clearly a steeper turn is better, but ... 

6. In a 45° bank turn you need 41% more lift than you need for straight and level flight.  

7. In a 45° bank turn your stall speed goes up 19% 

8. Stall and spin is fatal if it occurs below 1000 ft. AGL unless you’re very lucky.  (But your engine died.  So are you?) 

9. A clean airplane with 250 lbf drag (a pretty clean little aircraft) at 70 knots in a departure climb of 600 FPM and 

you lose your engine a 3 second delay in pushing the nose down (the startle factor) will result in your airspeed 

dropping to about 58 knots.  If you pull back (a not uncommon reaction) things quickly get much worse.  

 

If you do not understand any of the above 9 points then you may want to consider not trying this and you might want to 

consider what you should do to correct you knowledge deficit.  And if you regularly climb out at Vx even when obstacle 

clearance is not an issue you may want to think about that also.
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The Theoretical Model 
 

The engine-out flight path is modeled as an “unwrapped circle” – the last quarter of the circle goes in the opposite 

direction it would go to close the circle.  You might straighten out the last part as shown by the dotted line which would 

make the length about 5.7R vs 2πR (= 6.3R) or something in between, so we’ll call the total distance to turn around 6R to 

make the math easier.  Some form of a teardrop shape – at minimum altitude a somewhat short fat one, but a teardrop 

none the less. 

 

So the goal is straightforward:  Make a turn of radius R with the final 

quarter of the circle turned towards the runway with the additional 

runway length after takeoff (d) so you can land before you run out of 

altitude.  Mathematically this idea is expressed as: 

 

6R = H x Gr   (eqn. 1) 

Where  

R is the turn radius 

Gr is the glide ratio  

H is the minimum height above the runway needed 

 

The height you obtain (H) is equal to the climb rate (RoC) x time, 

and the time is the distance flown divided by Vco, the climb out 

speed Between take-of and engine failure you travel a distance 

from 2R + d (neglecting the slant distance difference) where d is 

the extra runway you will eventually need once your wheels leave the ground, so  

H = RoC  (2R + d)/Vco.  Substituting for H in equation 1 gives: 

 

6R = (2R + d) 
𝑅𝑜𝐶

𝑉𝑐𝑜
 𝑥 𝐺𝑟 (eqn. 2);  RoC and Vco must have the same units – my preference is to convert 

Vco to feet per minute:  Vco (NM/hr) x 
6076 𝑓𝑡/𝑁𝑀

60 𝑚𝑖𝑛/ℎ𝑟
  =  Vco x 101.27 to get Vco in ft/minute 

And, Vco/RoC is the Climb Gradient (Gc), so equation 2 becomes 6R = (2R + αR) 
𝐺𝑟

𝐺𝑐
  (eqn. 3) 

 

Solving eqn. 3 for α:  α = = (6 
Gc

 𝐺𝑟
  - 2)  (eqn. 4)  (note that the ‘R’ is on both sides of the equation, so it cancels out) 

 

Turn radius is a function of true airspeed.  From the formula for horizontal lift (turning force) equal to centrifugal force (a 

coordinated turn), turn radius R is: 

 

R = 𝑉
2

𝑔 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽⁄   

Where 

V is the true airspeed 

g is the acceleration of gravity (32.174 ft/sec2) 

β is the bank angle 

(and appropriate factors to be included to convert airspeed to ft/sec) 

 

Once we choose R (based on our turn true airspeed and bank angle) we can calculate our minimum required altitude H. 



TAS (k)

25 30 35 40 45

50 475 383 316 264 221

60 684 552 455 380 319

70 930 751 620 517 434

80 1215 981 809 675 567

90 1538 1242 1024 855 717

100 1899 1534 1264 1055 885

110 2297 1856 1530 1277 1071

120 2734 2208 1821 1519 1275

130 3209 2592 2137 1783 1496

Turn Radius R (feet) with Bank Angle

H = 6R/Gr.  Recall 6R is the total glide distance needed to return back to the extended runway centerline.  So, you have 

to be at least ‘H’ high AGL to make the turn back to the runway.  Remember that glide ratio in a turn will be less than the 

published best glide angle and uncoordinated turns degrade it even further.   

The Aircraft 
 

We’ll look at three aircraft.  The performance figures may not be exact but they are representative of how each aircraft 

might perform.  You can feel free to do this exercise using the parameters of your choice – the numbers used are as an 

example only, not to be used for real-world flying.  For a climb out speed (Vco) we will use the values shown which are 

approximately between Vx and Vy, as used in the recent AOPA test (video below).  Other performance figures come 

from the POH or in the data provided in past AOPA reviews of the aircraft.  Airspeed is in knots IAS.  RoC is the best rate 

of climb (at sea level) in feet per minute.  Glide Ratio (Gr) is the best glide ratio and is expressed as the glide ratio 

(distance forward/altitude lost).   

 

Aircraft Vx Vy Vco Gr Vglide VS1 RoC Gc/Gr α (eqn 3) 

PA-18-15 Super Cub 45 75 60 12 61 54 960 1.9 1.2 

Cessna 172N Skyhawk 60 76 68 9 67 47 770 1.0 4.0 

Beechcraft A36 Bonanza 84 100 90 11 110 62 1020 1.2 3.0 

 

 

Calculation of  
𝑅𝑜𝐶

𝑉𝑐𝑜
 𝑥 𝐺𝑟  (and subsequently α) is based on 

the ‘ideal’ values listed (and, you need to convert Vco to 

feet per minute).   The truth is that because the turn 

speed will not result in the ideal glide angle and the rate 

of climb will likely not be anywhere near what a perfect,- 

brand new sea level density altitude aircraft will produce  
𝑅𝑜𝐶

𝑉𝑐𝑜
 𝑥 𝐺𝑟 will probably be decreased by 30 or 40 percent, 

resulting in an α about twice the value of that shown 

above for the C172 and Bonanza and about three times 

the value for the Super Cub. 

 

Hello – Alice?  Can I Live in Wonderland for a While? 
 

Sticking with the ideal values (and resulting ideal α) figuring out how much extra runway we would need for a safe 

return (how much runway after our wheels leave the ground on takeoff) becomes easy.  And, to help with the exercise 

we’ll calculate the turn radius R for various true airspeeds.  Keep in mind that in a bank your accelerated stall speed is 

greater than the published stall speed (7% higher for a bank angle of 30°, 19% higher for a bank angle of 45°). 

 

Extra runway needed d = αR 

 

The A36 Bonanza at a TAS of 75 kTAS (the ragged edge of accelerated stall) would need about 1500 feet of runway 

beyond the takeoff point.  More realistically (I know, we’re supposed to be in a fantasy world) it would likely be 2500 or 

3000 feet more.  And, if a safer 100 kTAS and average bank angle of 40° were maintained the ideal additional runway 

needed would be about 3200 feet, probably 5,000 or 6,000 feet more in the real world.  With a takeoff distance of about 

2,000 feet the Bonanza probably needs a runway that is a mile long or longer (watch the AOPA video posted below).   

 



Contrast this with the Super Cub making the turn at 70 kTAS and averaging a 40° bank angle now the fantasy-world extra 

runway needed is only about 620 feet.  Even tripling the alpha with its 350-400 ft. takeoff roll the Super Cub can 

probably make the impossible turn in real-world conditions back to a runway that is about 2200 feet long. 

 

For the Skyhawk making the turn at 65 kTAS averaging 40° of bank the extra runway needed is 1400 feet under ideal 

conditions.  Add the 1,000 foot takeoff roll and you’ve got a chance to make the impossible turn to a runway that is less 

than 3000 feet long in ideal conditions and one that is less than 5000 feet long at higher density altitudes and average 

flying skills. 

 

And just to be clear, in our fantasy world we are assuming no wind.   

Calling Bob & Tom – Can We Ask Mr. Obvious? 
 

(For those that don’t understand the reference – please see an example of Mr. Obvious) 

 

If you were asked to give the results of the AOPA test done at Eastern West Virginia Regional (KMRB, field elevation 565 

ft. MSL, cool morning) before you saw the video, knowing what has been shown above the answer to the question: Will 

they make it back doing “the impossible turn”? would (hopefully) be: 

 

1. The Super Cub:  Piece of cake.  Probably could do it on half the simulated 4000 foot runway length. 

2. The Skyhawk:  Probably.  Might need to be sure you have very good conditions (they did) and highly proficient 

pilot on board (she is). 

3. The Bonanza:  No way.  Yes, hanging at the ragged edge of stall you might pull it off, but at what risk?  One little 

gust of wind, updraft or less than perfect turn coordination and doing this at low altitude would be suicide by 

hubris.  Certainly you would not fly it at that speed (they didn’t). 

 

Some other questions for Mr. Obvious might be: 

 

If a key factor is how much runway you have after your wheels leave the ground then why didn’t the AOPA video talk 

about this?  Is this guy wrong? 

 

The AOPA video did talk about altitude – so the higher I am before my engine quits it will be more likely that I can make it 

back to the airport, even on a straight-out departure.  Right? 

 

Why does there seem to be such a reluctance to require that pilots in training and re-certification actually be able to 

demonstrate a basic ability to derive and otherwise understand the principles of the physics of flying?  (OK, that question 

is one I want to ask.  Some (maybe a lot) of you, if you have made it to this point, might be wishing you never ventured 

down this theoretical analysis road after all. 

 

The rest is just my opinion so you can stop here if you like.  To quote, in a family-friendly way, a dear but sadly departed 

friend:  Opinions are like butt holes.  Everybody’s got one and everybody has the right to use it. 

Calling Tom Hanks portraying Capt. Sullenberger:  Can We Get Serious Now? 
 

I was taught that if there is engine failure on takeoff to land pretty much straight ahead, roughly between 10 o’clock and 

2 o’clock and the straighter the better.  For every airport I departed from I was expected to know in some detail exactly 

what was out there just beyond the end of the runway so I knew the best off-field spot to head for and what to avoid.  I 

was taught to never allow the plane to stall, to land with the lowest possible safe groundspeed with the wings level.  

https://youtu.be/cRuD9ABksS0


And, I was taught to fly the plane through the whole thing.  Right up to the point where I was looking at the bunnies and 

birds sitting quietly on the wing wondering if I was going to share that bag of chips stowed behind the seat. 

 

If someone other than, say, Patty Wagstaff or Rob Holland asked me what they should do if they lost an engine on 

departure I would tell them the same thing.  I would never try turning back to the airport in the scenario presented 

unless it was clearly too dangerous to continue straight ahead.  If it is, I would turn but not with the intent of returning 

to the airport.  Maybe I would find I could.  But that would not be the goal if I were forced to turn. 

 

Can I really do what I was taught?  I don’t know.  Thankfully I never had to try.  Some ‘pan pan’ situations, yes, but never 

anything like losing an engine departing my home airport with its 2400 x 40 foot runway.  Clearly not enough ‘d’ (that 

extra length of runway needed in the diagram on pg. 1) to ever think of trying “the impossible turn”.  But I do know one 

thing:  If I ever lost an engine on takeoff I would have a lot better chance getting the aircraft in optimum glide 

configuration and dissipating as much energy as possible before I finally nestled down to play with the bunnies and birds 

than I would ever have trying to turn around regardless of how much runway was behind (or below) me. 

 

You can practice this all you want.  I believe that after seventeen attempts (movie reference) you too will be successful.  

Maybe fewer.  You can believe that if this happens in real life that you will be just as calm, methodical and proficient as 

you were when you practiced the impossible turn maneuver.  And you can believe that if this happens in real life the 

aircraft, with the current density altitude, winds, weight and balance and its now windmilling (not idle thrust) propeller 

will behave exactly the same way the plane did when you practiced. 

 

But that won’t happen.  And I’ll bet you didn’t calculate α or note your lift-off point to do the mental math to get ‘d’.  

And I feel pretty confident that you have not anticipated the increase in energy that seemingly “favorable” tailwind will 

give you.  Sure, you’re thinking you’ll get your Cessna 172 settled in at a nice 50 knots but that 10 knot tailwind has more 

than doubled your energy if you’re landing with a tailwind vs a headwind.  Running into something trying to turn back 

just got a lot more dangerous. 

 

After you fill your pants and try to understand why you can’t stop focusing on one spot and have no peripheral vision 

you start whipping your head around trying to see the runway behind you, tumbling the gyro horizon and turn 

coordinator of your inner ear.  You are now in a place you have never been before.  A very scary one.  And at this point if 

you haven’t frozen up completely you might try to hasten your turn-around and end up with your own version of the 

most dangerous turn in aviation when you stand hard on the rudder and start to skid.  And that opposite aileron you just 

applied to counteract the over-banking tendency in that steep turn you are in just made things a lot worse.    And don’t 

forget about all that extra energy from the tailwind you have – the one that was never anywhere near that speed when 

you practiced.  Oh, and your passengers who are screaming and crying, maybe even punching you – I’ll venture to guess 

that isn’t a “feature” you included in your practice session. 

 

But that’s just my opinion.  I could be wrong. 

 

And don’t forget to practice with a CFI on board.  But maybe the AOPA can explain why they said this ten years ago: 

An Instructor On Board Is No Guarantee In reviewing 44 fatal stall/spin accidents from 1991 –2000 classified as 

instructional, ASF found that a shocking 91%(40) of them occurred during dual instruction, with only 9% (4) during solo 

training flights. Of these fatal accidents, 64.4% of them occurred during maneuvering, and 17.8% of them occurred 

during takeoff. 

 

 

 



You might find these videos of interest: 

AOPA – Reality Check.  The Runway Behind You 

Doug and Martin. – Loss of Engine Power and the (Im)possible Turn 

S.A.F.E. Broadcast – The Improbable Turn 

What the FAA Says 
 

Just to be clear:  As of September 2018 per AC 61-83J the FAA is now advocating that the turn-back procedure be taught.  

Here is what they say:  

 

A.11.4  Return to Field/Engine Failure on Takeoff. Flight instructors should demonstrate and teach trainees when and 

how to make a safe 180-degree turnback to the field after an engine failure. Instructors should also train pilots of single-

engine airplanes not to make an emergency 180-degree turnback to the field after a failure unless altitude, best glide 

requirements, and pilot skill allow for a safe return. This emergency procedure training should occur at a safe altitude 

and should only be taught as a simulated engine-out exercise. A critical part of conducting this training is for the flight 

instructor to be fully aware of the need for diligence, the need to perform this maneuver properly, and the need to avoid 

any potential for an accelerated stall in the turn. The flight instructor should demonstrate the proper use of pitch and 

bank control to reduce load factor and lower the stall speed during the turn. After completing this demonstration, the 

flight instructor should allow the trainee to practice this procedure under the flight instructor’s supervision. Flight 

instructors should also teach the typical altitude loss for the given make and model flown during a 180-degree turn, while 

also teaching the pilot how to make a safe, coordinated turn with a sufficient bank. These elements should give the pilot 

the ability to determine quickly whether a turnback will have a successful outcome. During the before-takeoff check, the 

expected loss of altitude in a turnback, plus a sufficient safety factor, should be briefed and related to the altitude at 

which this maneuver can be conducted safely. In addition, the effect of existing winds on the preferred direction and the 

viability of a turnback should be considered as part of the briefing. 

 

I do not disagree with this in principle.  I was subjected to many simulated engine loss procedures including power-off 

180 approaches (different than the turn-back and now only required for a Commercial rating).  The pre-takeoff briefing 

should always include steps to be taken in event of engine loss (and, don’t forget to include your passengers in the 

discussion along with all the other things you should cover with them).  My concern is that this is a perishable skill with 

potentially dire consequences and even though the turnback was practiced “a while ago” that does not mean that the 

pilot can successfully execute the maneuver in a true emergency.  You are the Pilot in Command and the decision is in 

your hands.  And I hope you have learned that there are a lot of factors to consider and that can change for any given 

location and any give flight.  So, deciding that turning back once does not mean it is the right thing (or the possible thing) 

to do the next two dozen times. 

 

And I will reiterate - If you do not understand any of the 9 points on the first page or any of the concepts introduced 

subsequently including those you are about to read in the Summary section on the last page then you may want to 

consider not trying this and you might want to consider what you should do to correct you knowledge deficit.  

 

And once again.  These are examples only and are not to be used for actual aviation or flight planning.

https://youtu.be/dFVFKq3QqXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DUE8Eh5IUY
https://youtu.be/4ackVNFct4I
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Examples Using Somewhat Realistic (maybe somewhat optimistic) Numbers – It’s All About ‘d’ 
 

 

Cessna 172 
Vco 70 knots and the Climb Gradient Gc is Vco/Roc 
RoC 600 FPM so applying the conversion factors Gc = 11.8 
Glide ration: Gr = 9 
Speed in reversal turn 70 kTAS, 45° bank angle  R = 434 feet 
Engine Failure at Minimum height H = 6R/Gr = (6 x 434)/9 = 289 ft. 
Absolute altitude (AGL) after completing turnback: zero 
Horizontal distance from the takeoff to reach H: 289 ft x 11.8 = 3410 ft. 
Turn back after engine failure you are 2R closer to the runway - 868 ft. 
Additional glide distance after turnback: 0 x 9 = zero 
d – runway you need in front of you at takeoff:  3410 - 0 - 868 = 2542 ft. 

Cessna 172 
Vco 70 knots and the Climb Gradient Gc is Vco/Roc 
RoC 600 FPM so applying the conversion factors Gc = 11.8 
Glide ration: Gr = 9 
Speed in reversal turn 70 kTAS, 45° bank angle  R = 434 feet 
Engine Failure at 1000 ft. Minimum height H = 6R/Gr =(6 x 434)/9 =289 ft. 
Absolute altitude (AGL) after completing turnback: 1000 – 289 = 711 ft. 
Horizontal distance to reach 1000 ft = 1000 x 11.8 = 11,800 ft. 
Turn back after engine failure you are 2R closer to the runway - 868 ft. 
Additional glide distance after turnback: 711 x 9 = 6399 ft 
d – runway you need in front of you:  11,800 - 6399 - 868 = 4533 ft. 

Bonanza A36 
Vco 100 knots  and the Climb Gradient Gc is Vco/Roc 
RoC 1100 FPM  so applying the conversion factors Gc = 9.2 
Glide ratio: Gr = 10 
Speed in reversal turn 100 kTAS, 45° bank angle  R = 885 feet 
Engine Failure at Minimum height H = 6R/Gr = (6 x 885)/10 = 531 ft. 
Absolute altitude (AGL) after completing turnback: zero 
Horizontal distance from the takeoff to reach H:  531 ft x 9.2 = 4885 ft. 
Turn back after engine failure you are 2R closer to the runway - 1770 ft. 
Additional glide distance after turnback: 0 x 10 = zero 
d – runway you need in front of you at takeoff:  4885 - 0 - 1770 = 3115 ft. 

Bonanza A36 
Vco 100 knots 
 RoC 1100 FPM  so applying the conversion factors Gc = 9.2 
Glide ratio: Gr = 10 
Speed in reversal turn 100 kTAS, 45° bank angle  R = 885 feet 
Engine Failure at 1000 ft. Minimum height H = 6R/Gr =(6 x 885)/10 =531 ft. 
Absolute altitude (AGL) after completing turnback: 1000 – 531 = 469 ft. 
Horizontal distance from the takeoff to reach1000 ft: 1000 x 9.2 = 9200 ft. 
Turn back after engine failure you are 2R closer to the runway - 1770 ft. 
Additional glide distance after turnback: 469 x 10 = 4690 ft. 
d–runway you need in front of you at takeoff: 9200 - 4690 - 1770 = 2740 ft. 



Summary – The ‘Take Home’ Message 

 
1. For general aviation aircraft (and for that matter, any aircraft except very high-performance aircraft) you will need some 

amount of runway remaining after your takeoff point if you are going to make it back to the airport in the event of an 

engine failure. 

2. The amount of runway that must remain can be substantial – measured in thousands of feet. 

3. You have to make it to a minimum absolute altitude H above the runway elevation in order to be able to turn around 

completely and be lined up with the runway in the event of engine loss.  One rule of thumb I have heard is that you need 

to be at 70% of H when you cross the departure end of the runway.  Like any rule of thumb, this one might kill you.   

 

And here is where it gets interesting (maybe, scary)  

 

4. You may have noticed from the examples that if your climb gradient (Gc) is greater than your glide ratio (Gr), as is the case 

with the Cessna 172 in the example above, that the farther away from the airport you make it before your engine quits 

the greater the required runway after takeoff will be.  The‘d’ gets bigger.  Gc is the amount of distance you move forward 

for each increment of distance you move up.  So a large Gc is a bad thing.   

5. Optimum glide angle (Gc) does not change.  BUT – your actual glide angle does change (gets worse) during a turn and the 

steeper the turn the worse it gets.  But, even at a 45° bank it only degrades a bit and even 5° less bank increases you turn-

around distance by 16%. 

6. Steeper bank increases you stall speed which increases you risk of an aerodynamic stall. 

7. Steeper bank increases the risk of an uncoordinated turn.  See Slips-Good, Skids-BAD.  In this case, slips are pretty bad 

also because they up the drag considerably and can lead to a stall-spin.  Skids are really, really bad from both regards. 

8. Climb gradient (Gc) can change significantly.   

9. To illustrate the above point:  A Cessna 172 like in the example on the previous page except you are departing KFLY 

outside of Colorado Springs on a nice 78 °F day.  Climb rate is now 350 FPM so Gr is about 17.5 (you have to adjust your 70 

kIAS for the altitude to get the correct TAS and subsequent ground speed – Gc is ground speed in FPM divided by climb 

rate).  You make it to 1000 ft. AGL and your engine quits.  Runway required from you takeoff point:  17,500 - 6399 - 868 = 

10,233 feet (again, just an example using some pretty idealistic assumptions).  The total runway length is 6000 feet and 

your takeoff roll was 1680 feet.  So you would end up about 1 NM short.  You would have been better off losing your 

engine at the minimum height H – maybe just enough extra runway or at least runway + grass overrun to allow you to turn 

back in that case or maybe enough runway and clear overrun still in front of you to allow you to simply touch back down 

again if your engine quits soon enough. 

10. Maybe the FAA needs to read their own Advisory Circulars (specifically, 1320.46B, and their own web posting Shall, Will, 

May and Must).  Seems to me that they are not committed to this.  Why not?  And, AC61-83J A.11.4 doesn’t even get as 

specific as ‘shall’ or ‘will’.  They ‘should’ you all over the place.  Some argue ‘should’ means you must do it.  Others say 

that ‘should’ means something you might or might not do, like:  ‘I should get more sleep’.  ‘I should be nicer to the FAA 

and AOPA’.  ‘I should remember to consider the 987 variables that can come into play when you are trying to turn back 

(and FAA -  it is more than a 180° turn back) to the field after an engine failure’.  Should they have said ‘Flight Instructors 

will or must now include in their training …’?  Seems a bit ambiguous to me.  And it seems the FAA is leaving a lot to the 

CFIs to determine (like all the stuff just discussed here along with the other 987 variables that might come into play) which 

might be viewed as off-loading responsibility for anything bad that happens. 

11. So in conclusion:  You must decide if turning back if your engine fails is what you must or must not do before every takeoff.  

You must remember that no matter how many times you practiced this that it will not be the same as practice.  You must 

remember to brief your passengers on what will happen in the event of an engine failure (ever consider having something 

stowed that can be used to prop the door open of that is what the POH says? – might be cheaper than using your $1000 

Bose headset).  And the most important – no matter what you decide to do you must not stall the aircraft.  And 

unfortunately, if you try this I am afraid you will.  Or you will at least not impact straight, level and at minimum speed.  But 

that’s just my opinion. 

https://secureservercdn.net/50.62.89.111/943.344.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/SlipsGoodSkidsBad.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/plain_language/articles/mandatory/
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/plain_language/articles/mandatory/

